Let X be a connected complex manifold of complex dimension n. X is called weakly 1-complete if there exists an exhaustion function 0 on X which is C°° and plurisubharmonic. In In these theorems, the positivity of eigenvalues of the curvature form of B is assumed on the whole space A". In this paper, we shall prove that these vanishing theorems still hold, if the positivity of eigenvalues of the curvature admits a compact exceptional subset K^X. We shall prove the following.
In particular, when g = l, we obtain
Corollary. Let X be a connected -weakly \-complete Kdhler manifold and let B be a semi-positive line bundle on X zvhich is positive on X\K for some proper compact subset K of X. Then H p (X, 0 (B®KJ) -0 for any p^l.
Since a positive line bundle over a complex manifold induces a Kahler metric on it, this is not only a direct generalization of Theorem 1 for q = n but also a generalization of the vanishing theorems for the semi-positive line bundle on 1-convex Kahler manifolds and compact Kahler manifolds by Grauert and Riemenschneider (cf. [4] , [11] ).
This work is inspired b}^ Ohsawa's article [10] and the author would like to express his hearty thanks to Dr. A. Fujiki and Professor S. Nakano for their kind advices and encouragement during the preparation of this paper. § 2. Notations and Definitions
We denote by X a connected paracompact complex manifold of dimension n. Let 7t: F->X be a holomorphic line bundle over X. Let U = {Ut}iei be a covering of X by coordinate neighborhoods such that on each U i9 F\U t is isomorphic to the trivial line bundle. We denote local coordinates on U t by (z{, •">*?)• If $*: U t X C-*F\Ui (z'el) are these trivializations of F, we denote by f i5 \ U t D Uj-^C* the system of transition functions defined by the conditions:
where Si denotes the fibre coordinates over U t .
An F-valued differential form cp on X is a system {q>i} a=i of differential forms defined on C7 f , satisfying cp t =fij(pj in U t H Uj. We denote by Remark. In this paper, we use the notation of a system of metrics along the fibres in the sense of Kodaira [7] , page 1268, (1) . By the same theorems we obtain the following strong orthogonal decomposition :
q is a solution of the Laplace-Bel trami operator with respect to (3.1) and (3.2). Now we refer to the unique continuation theorem for harmonic forms with values in a hermitian vector bundle. Let X be a connected paracompact complex manifold of dimension n and let TT: B-*X be a holomorphic line bundle over X. Let U -{L^} ie / be a coordinate cover of X such that 7l~l (£/$) are trivial and let {a^ be a hermitian metric along the fibres of B with respect to <: U. We set
We assume that X is provided with a Kahler metric With the notations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3), the following inequality has been shown by K. Kodaira (cf. [7] , pp. 1269-1270). Step 2 a Approximation Lemmas. We fix two constants d and £? such that
ii) the boundary dX e of {x^X\fl)(x) <^e} is smooth.
We take a C°°-increasing convex function r(/0 such that
iii)
We set
We define the metrics of B on X d by
ii) a mii = ai-Qx.p(m¥) for any n£>Q. We set
Gi = (g i9tt p)
where g it a $ = g if «^t 0 + T,-, a $ .
Using (5.6), we define the metrics of B®K X on X d :
ii) A m^ = a m ,r(7i for any w^O, where g^detG*.
For any integer ml>Q, we define by r(X d , 0 (S(g)^))(resp. r(Z e , 0 (J5(g)X T ))), we can prove the following in the same way as we proved Lemma 5. 
